
EXAMINATION TABLE PREMIUM, ELECTRIC
ART NO: 4-915

We offer the broadest range of examination tables available on the market; from simple standard tables to models with electric height and back
adjustment and flexible adaptation based entirely on what you require. We have also developed special tables for ultrasound examinations of the heart,
for example. All our examination tables move straight up and down when their height is adjusted, which means they can be placed against a wall. We
use top quality castors so that our tables move easily and are easy to manoeuvre. Custom accessories and a wide range of upholstery colours give you
plenty of freedom of choice.

ELECTRIC PREMIUM EXAMINATION TABLE WITH EXTRA LOW HEIGHT

Our bestseller, with its extra low height, centrally locked castors, electric back and protective strips as standard, has everything you need for a smooth
use. The stability contributes to a safe and secure examination, no matter how the patient is lying or sitting on the table.

The electric height adjustment is made straight up and straight down, which means that the table can be placed against a wall. The height is well
increased both in the lowest and highest position. This means easier entry and exit for the patient, while always getting a good working posture. The
back is also adjusted electrically, which means that you always have your hands free.

Examination table Premium is equipped with centrally locked castors. Oscar central locking gives you three different modes; all castors braked, all
castors released or two wheels released and two castors locked to a single direction. Centrally locked castors are preferable if the stretcher has to be
moved a lot, and it also makes things easier when replacing the roll of paper if the table is pushed up against the wall.

Easy to move into the shock position. Choose from 14 different colors of upholstery.

Optional extras include breathing holes and side rails.
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QUALITIES

Electric adjustable height

Extra low height

Electric adjustable back

Centrally locked castors

Protective strips around the table

Gas spring adjustable shock position

Paper holder

Stable in all positions

Wide range of upholstery colours

SPECIFICATION

Patient weights 200 kg

Lenght 2000 mm

Widht 700 mm

Height 450-950 mm

Shock position 11°

Weight 72 kg

 
White

 
Beige

 
Dark Camel

 
Light grey

 
Stone

 
Black

 
Baby Blue

 
Ciel

 
Marine

 
Blue

 
Dark Green

 
Purple

 
Cherry

 
Bordeaux

UPHOLSTERY

You can order free color samples

OPTIONAL EXTRA

Side rails/pair, special 4-661

Breathing holes 4-657

Side rails/pair 4-663
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